Abstract

Reliable estimation of coal and rock mechanical properties at field scale is a prerequisite for numerical modelling of rock behaviours associated with longwall extraction. This paper describes a systematic approach from data collection, laboratory testing to rock mass properties derivation for simulation of longwall extraction, taking two longwall panels at Quang Ninh coalfield in Vietnam for example. The mechanical properties are verified through comparison with published data of the field, indicating close agreements. A simple numerical model is further developed to demonstrate the proper use of the obtained data. The simulation suggests that the ratio of model length to excavation length should be in the range of 2.5–5; uniaxial compressive strength, deformation modulus and tensile strength can be reduced by a factor of 5.0, 2.13 and 2.0, respectively; and a calibration and validation process must be performed to match in-situ longwall’s behaviours. The approach can be applied for derivation of reliable rock mass properties for numerical simulation of underground excavations.
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1. Introduction

Longwall mining has been widely applied around the world due to its high production and reduced development cost compared to other underground extraction methods. The successful operation of this technology is greatly dependent on the understanding of major geotechnical issues associated with the advance of longwall face. Because geological and mining conditions are diversified and complex, for example, thick and flat moderate coal seams in Australia to thin and steep weak coal seams in Vietnam, geotechnical issues can be greatly different as well. Numerical modelling, as an analysis tool based on mathematical equations calculating via computer, has been broadly used in studying longwall geotechnical issues within limited time and/or budget. Since rock mechanics are “data-limited problems” that cannot be modelled unambiguously as emphasized in many studies for decades (Starfield and Cundall, 1988, Wiles, 2006, Alejano et al., 2008, Galvin, 2016, Itasca Consulting Group, 2019), a reliable estimation of available input rock properties should, therefore, reduce uncertainties resulted from numerical assumptions and/or simplifications in longwall simulation. Fundamental insight into practical problem mechanics can be accordingly discovered.

Because longwall-associated geotechnical problems often occur in large/field scale, input rock properties for the modelling must be of representativeness at the field scale. It is important to note that large-scale physical testing of rock material is normally limited to a certain scale due to high cost (Elmo et al., 2009, Itasca Consulting Group, 2019). Thus, a more common approach is to derive intact rock properties from laboratory scale before reducing them to field scale for the inclusion of impact of micro- and macro-fractures on material response. In the literature, various techniques for scaling of rock properties from laboratory to large scale have been developed and classified into four main approaches (Deisman et al., 2010, Coggan et al., 2012, Gao and Kang, 2016). In the first approach, intact rock properties from standard laboratory test are scaled by using an empirical reduction factor. This approach was suggested by Wilson (1983) for UK coal measures and has been extended to general coal measures rock (McNally, 1996). For the second approach, Hoek-Brown (H-B) failure criterion combined with Geological Strength Index (GSI) are combined to reduce intact properties to rock mass properties (Hoek and Brown, 1997). This approach can work adequately with poor quality rock mass such as coal measures owing to the use of GSI. The third approach is to use Synthetic Rock Mass (SRM) (Pierce et al., 2007), whereby a synthetic rock mass composed of intact rock and discrete fracture network is modelled for strength or deformation simulation tests. The final approach involves the use back analysis (Sakurai, 1993) of stress-strain relationship measured at the field. In general, various scaling techniques all find their applications in studying longwall mining, depending on time and budget available.

This paper aims to develop a simple and efficient approach for reliable estimation of coal and rock properties for numerical modelling of longwall extraction. Data collection, laboratory testing and rock mass properties derivation are described using geological conditions from two longwall panels at Quang Ninh coalfield, Vietnam. A simple discrete element model is further developed to demonstrate the proper use of the obtained properties. The approach can be applied for derivation of reliable rock properties for numerical simulation of underground excavations.
2. Sample collection and preparation

Sample collection

Raw samples of coal and rock are designed to collect at fully mechanized longwall faces in Ha lam and Vang Danh coal mines. The two mines represent two typical coal seam strengths at Quang Ninh coalfield that are weak and moderate seams, respectively. At each face, at least nine coal blocks in the dimension of 20×20×20 cm are collected at the two gate ends and middle of longwall face. The block must contain no or sparse discontinuities which can be visibly observed. Rock samples are similarly collected at immediate roof or development roadway. The raw samples are transported out of the face and carefully stored in laboratory condition.

Sample preparation

The sample preparation equipment is manufactured by Controls S.p.A (2020). The coring machine coded 45-C0330 (Figure 1a) with coring speed of 1485/2720 rpm and coring range of 8–60 mm is used to extract cylindrical samples of approximately 42 mm diameter. The two ends of the core sample are trimmed by core trimmer and cut-off machine coded 32-D0536, which has a blade speed of 3000 rpm (Figure 1b). Several complete core samples are shown in Figure 2.

3. Laboratory tests

Unconfined compression test

The unconfined compression test is implemented by using ADVANTEST 9 ROCK—a servo-hydraulic control console for axial load applications such as loading-unloading ramps and load/stress/displacement/strain-controlled tests (Figure 3). Main technical specifications of the console are power rating of 780W; maximum working pressure of 700 bar; maximum oil delivery of 0.7 lpm at high pressure or 2.0 lpm at low pressure; four hydraulic ports for connection of test frames; and flow control via a servo-controlled proportional valve. Accessories include remote control, high stiffness compression frame, compression device, strain gauge and PC.

The test procedure includes measuring sample diameter and height, placing sample onto the centre of lower platen and lowering top platen in good contacts, and continuously loading sample with a constant rate of 0.7 MPa/sec until failure. The complete test results are summarised in Table 1.

Shear test

The shear test is also carried out by using ADVANTEST 9 ROCK and clamping frames for testing at 45 and 60 degrees (Figure 4a). The procedure is as follows: measuring sample diameter and height; placing a sample in between two clamping frames and leaving a gap of 3–4 mm between frame interfaces; continuously loading top frame with a constant rate of 0.7 MPa/sec. The peak load when the sample fails is recorded (Figure 4b). Each rock type is tested 2–3 times for each angle of 45 and 60 degrees. Shear stress and normal stress are calculated in Equations 1–2 where P is peak load at failure, S is a shear area, α is the angle of the shear test, and φ is internal friction angle.
frictional angle and C is cohesion. The complete test results are given in Table 2.

\[ \tau = \frac{P_{\text{peak}}}{D} \]  
\[ \tau = \sigma_{\text{tmp}} + C \]  
\[ \sigma^t = \frac{2P_{\text{peak}}}{D\tau} \]

**Indirect tensile test**

Indirect tensile test (or Brazilian test) is recommended by the International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM) as a standard test for determination of tensile strength of a material. Using ADVANTEST 9 ROCK, the sample is loaded along its generating line through a half-ball bearing, as seen in Figure 5. The sample is continuously loaded with a constant rate until it fails. Indirect tensile stress is perpendicularly formed in the loading direction. Tensile strength is calculated in Equation 3 where \( P_{\text{max}} \) is peak load at failure, D is sample diameter, and t is sample thickness. The complete test result is shown in Table 3. Note that there is no complete test for Ha Lam samples due to their very weak strength.

**4. Modelling of longwall extraction**

This section demonstrates step by step the use of laboratory test data for simulation of longwall extraction. A two-dimensional discrete element code named UDEC (Itasca Consulting Group, 2019) is employed. As a longwall panel is commonly large in strike direction and small in dip direction, a vertical cross-section at the centre of panel in strike direction is modelled in plane-strain condition. Depending on the excavation length to be modelled, the model boundaries should be sufficiently far away from the area of interest to minimize the impact of the truncate boundary. For instance, a ratio of model length \( l_1 \) to excavation length \( l_2 \) can vary from 2.5 (Singh and Singh, 2009) to 5.0 (Le et al., 2018). The overburden strata above the coal seam may be explicitly modelled to some extent and should be able to enable their periodic movements. The detail level of geological structures is normally decreased from the area of interest to outer area, but representative structures must be adequately incorporated. Model geometry for a longwall face at Ha Lam coal mine is outlined in Figure 6.

It is important to define constitutive laws for rock mass in the model before associated material properties can be assigned. In the current model, plastic and Coulomb Slip laws
are assigned to intact blocks and discontinuities, respectively (Figure 7). These laws are capable of representing key failure mechanisms of rock mass in longwall extraction. Since no test for discontinuity properties is available, the properties are assumed to be similar to those in previous longwall studies. Because block size in the model is significantly greater than that in the laboratory test for computation efficiency, its properties must be in field scale. These properties are derived from laboratory scale and take into account the impact of small fractures. In cases where confined compression test and/or GSI is not available, the approach using a reduction factor can be used. For coal measures rock, uniaxial compressive strength, deformation modulus and tensile strength are reduced by a factor of 5.0, 2.13 and 2.0, respectively, (McNally, 1996, Mohammad et al., 1997). It is noted that as UDEC (and also other numerical programs) uses internal friction angle and cohesion strength to represent material strength, and these parameters should be carefully selected to match the scaled-tested strength (Figure 8). The residual parameters, as unavailable, are adapted from past numerical coal studies. The pre-mining vertical stress is equal to horizontal stress in all modelled strata, although a discrepancy may occur in coal seam as noted by Sheorey (1994). Finally, due to the above assumptions regarding unknown parameters, a calibration and validation process must be performed to match in-situ longwall issue's behaviours such as rock mass displacement or stress redistribution. Figure 9 displays a calibrated model for the purpose of studying face spall in a longwall extraction.
One typical feature of longwall extraction is its progressive mining. Therefore, in each mining cycle, coal face is cut by 1 m, followed by the movement of face support, and then the model is run to an equilibrium state. In general, the solution time for a numerical longwall problem may vary from few days to few weeks, depending on the numbers of gridpoints and discontinuities in the model.

5. Discussion and conclusions

This paper presents a systematic approach for estimation of coal and rock mechanical properties in the modelling of longwall extraction. Field coal/rock collection, laboratory testing and empirical reduction of material strength are performed to derive input parameters for the simulation. As seen in Table 1, the coal and rock unconfined compressive strengths from Ha lam coal mine are 15.45 and 46.9 MPa in laboratory scale. These values are similar to those reported by Vinacomin Industry Investment Consulting Joint Stock Company (2013) (VIMCC), which are 19.15 and 43.1 MPa, respectively. For Vang Danh coal mine, the coal and rock strengths are 26.89 and 89.39 MPa while those reported by the mine are 29.28 and 57.53 MPa, respectively (Vietnam Institute of Mining Science and Technology, 2016). There is also a close agreement in terms of coal strength here, while the difference regarding rock strength can be related to the variation in type and location of collected rock samples. Between the two mines, coal and rock strengths from Ha Lam are 1.74 and 1.91 times less than those from Vang Danh. This comparison supports industrial reports in which longwall face geotechnical incidents in Ha Lam mine occurred more often than those in Vang Danh mine. For longwall simulation, coal and rock properties from laboratory scale can be reduced to field scale using empirical factors when confined compression test and/or GSI is unavailable. In such a case, the corresponding model must be calibrated and validated against field observations prior to implementing extraction and making the alteration. This paper provides a simple and efficient approach for reliable estimation of coal and rock properties for numerical modelling of not only longwall extraction but also other underground excavations.
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Szacowanie właściwości mechanicznych węgla i skał do numerycznego modelowania eksploatacji ścian

Rzetelne oszacowanie właściwości mechanicznych węgla i skał w skali polowej jest warunkiem koniecznym do numerycznego modelowania zachowań skał związanych z eksploatacją ścianową. W artykule, opisano systematyczne podejście od gromadzenia danych, badań laboratoryjnych do wyznaczania właściwości górotworu w celu symulacji eksploatacji ścian, na przykład na dwóch panelach ścianowych na polu węglowym Quang Ninh w Wietnamie. Właściwości mechaniczne są weryfikowane poprzez porównanie z opublikowanymi danymi polowymi, wskazując na bliskie uzgodnienia. Dalej rozwijany jest prosty model numeryczny w celu zadeemonstrowania właściwego wykorzystania uzyskanych danych. Symulacja sugeruje, że stosunek długości modelu do długości wykopu powinien zawierać się w przedziale 2,5–5; jednoosiową wytrzymałość na ściskanie, moduł odkształcenia i wytrzymałość na rozciąganie można zmniejszyć odpowiednio o współczynnik 5,0, 2,13 i 2,0; oraz należy przeprowadzić proces kalibracji i walidacji, aby dopasować zachowanie ściany na miejscu. Podejście to można zastosować do wyprowadzenia wiarygodnych właściwości górotworu do numerycznej symulacji podziemnych wyrobisk.
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